All of the cleaners and methods used in this
brochure should only be used for Granite
markers only.

Keeping your
Monument Clean

For marble, bronze or any other please call our
shop for some options.

Tips and Frequently asked Questions:
Black on the marker: Sometimes if your marker is
near a tree there will be a build up of tree sap on the
stone that will turn the stone black. This can be easily
cleaned off with cleanser such as comet or ajax and
using the same steps listed in this brochure.
Porcelain photos & Bronze plaques: When cleaning
your marker try to avoid getting cleaners on the
porcelain photos or bronze plaques. If you do get
some cleaner on them rinse it off with water as soon
as possible.
Q: Is there anything that I can put on my stone to
keep the hard water off? The best thing to do is to
keep your stone as natural as possible. Putting any
kind of wax or repellant on the stone can potentially
darken your marker, and make the lettering hard to
read. Also wax is very hard to remove from the stone.

One of the most common questions we are
asked is “How do you clean the Hard Water
deposits off of the stone?”

If you have any questions or would like to have your
stone professionally cleaned for a small fee. Please
give us a call.
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This brochure was put together to teach
you what cleaners are safe to use and how
to clean your marker. If you have any
questions please give our office a call.

Cleaning your marker
Choose a day to clean your stone when it is
cool, and a slight breeze. You should never
clean your stone if it is hot to the touch. You
do not want any cleaners to dry on the stone.

Supplies:

Step 3

Clean Water: You can either take water to the cemetery
in milk jugs, or 5 gallon buckets. Most cemeteries have
taps where you can get water, some do not. Check to
make sure you have a source of clean water before you
start. If you must take water with you make sure you take
enough to rinse the stone off completely when you are
done.

Apply cleaner to the stone
starting at the top and
working your way down. It
may be easier to clean one
side of the stone first completely and rinse. Then
move on to the other sides.

Rubber Gloves: When using acid make sure to have gloves
to protect your hands.

Cleaners:

Scrub Brush: A strong plastic scrub brush or kitchen
cleaning pad to scrub the stone. Never use any kind of
metal brush or steel wool.

White Vinegar: One of the simplest things you can
use to clean the hard water off your marker is white
vinegar. If used regularly vinegar will keep your
marker looking shiny and clean. For Markers that
have a substantial amount of hard water deposits a
stronger cleaner will need to be used.

Bucket: A bucket for mixing your acid in. (We use a 1
gallon ice cream bucket.) You may use a spray bottle for
vinegar or household hard water cleaner. However Do Not
put acid in a spray bottle.

Hard water cleaner: House hold cleaners that you
would buy for hard water in your bathroom are
usually ok to use on your monument. They may have
a small amount of acid in it. It should say on the label
that it can be used on natural granite.

The following are the steps for cleaning your marker
whether you are using vinegar, house hold hard water
cleaner or acid. The steps are the same.

Brick cleaning Acid: Such as Muriatic Acid. Acid is a
very strong cleaner that can only be used on Granite
headstones. It will damage marble or sandstone
markers. You should be able to find acid at a masonry
supply store. Acid should be diluted with water.
(Please see the instructions for diluting in Step 1).
When using acid please take precautions to keep your
skin and eyes safe. Always wear rubber gloves and
safety glasses. It is best to use the acid when there is
a slight breeze so the fumes will be blown away from
you. After your stone is clean you should dispose of
any leftover acid you have mixed. Just add a lot of
water to the bucket you mixed it in and dump it out.

When using Vinegar or House hold cleaner you may
let the cleaner sit on the stone and “soak” then scrub
it with the brush and re-apply if necessary. Just be
careful not to let any cleaner dry on the stone.
The acid will bubble and fizz, this is the acid dissolving
the hard water. You may keep applying acid with the
scrub brush until the
fizzing stops.
If acid splashes onto the
concrete base just rinse it
off with water.

Safety Glasses: Please wear safety glasses or something to
protect your eyes from splashing.

Step 1
Mix your cleaner. Vinegar and House hold hard water
cleaner you can use straight. For acid mix 4 parts water to
1 part acid. Mix in a small bucket such as a 1 gallon ice
cream bucket. Add the water first then acid, try to only
mix enough for the stones you will be cleaning. You do
not want to save any used acid.

Step 4
Rinse with water starting
at the top and working to
the base. Rinsing is the
most important step. You
want to make sure to
remove all the cleaner off of the stone.
You will have to wait until the stone is dry to see if
you have removed all of the hard water. You can
repeat all of the steps to get any missed spots.

Step 2
Wet the marker with clean water
make sure to include the
concrete base.

After your stone is clean you should dispose of any
leftover acid you have mixed. Just add a lot of water
to the bucket you mixed it in and dump it out. Make
sure to rinse your bucket and brush very well before
putting them back into your car.

